ABSTRACT. Long wavelength turbulence as well as heat and momentum transport are significantly reduced in the DIII-D tokamak [Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, 1986 (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1987), Vol. I, p. 159] as a result of neon-seeding of an L-mode Negative Central Shear discharge. Correspondingly, the energy confinement time increases by up to 80%. Fully saturated turbulence measurements near ρ = 0.7 (ρ = r/a) in the wavenumber range 0.1 ≤ k ⊥ ρ s ≤ 0.6, obtained with Beam Emission Spectroscopy, exhibit a significant reduction of fluctuation power after neon injection. Fluctuation measurements obtained with Far Infrared scattering also show a reduction of turbulence in the core, while the Langmuir probe array measures reduced particle flux in the edge and scrape-off-layer. Gyrokinetic linear stability simulations of these plasmas are qualitatively consistent, showing a reduction in the growth rate of ion temperature gradient driven modes for 0 < k ⊥ ρ s ≤ 1.4, and nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations show a reduced saturated density fluctuation amplitude. The measured ω ExB shearing rate increased at ρ = 0.7 suggesting that impurity-induced growth rate reduction is acting synergistically with ω ExB shear to decrease turbulence and reduce anomalous transport.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimizing the confinement of energy and fuel ions within a magnetically confined plasma is a central challenge to the realization of fusion as a viable energy source. Transport of particles and energy across the confining and stabilizing magnetic field has long been observed experimentally to be far larger than the neoclassical transport predicted by simple binary collisions in realistic magnetic geometries. This anomalously large transport appears to result from turbulence arising from density and temperature gradients and the associated fluctuations in such quantities as density, electrostatic potential, temperature and magnetic fields [1] .
It has been experimentally demonstrated on several tokamaks that injecting controlled quantities of impurities into a plasma discharge results in a significant improvement in the global energy confinement. Electron and ion thermal diffusivities across much of the plasma are dramatically reduced. This behavior was first observed on the Impurity Studies eXperiment-B (ISX-B) tokamak (Z-mode) [2] and has been demonstrated more recently on the Tokamak EXperiment for Technology Oriented Research (TEXTOR-94) (RI-Mode) [3] , Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) [4, 5] and DIII-D tokamaks [6, 7] . These impurityinjected discharges are characterized by High Confinement (H-mode) like energy confinement, reduced transport, higher fusion reactivity, reduced recycling, a highly radiative Low confinement (L) mode edge, and reduced intrinsic impurities. On DIII-D, these experiments were extended to a diverted magnetic geometry, and detailed fluctuation measurements of turbulence suppression were obtained and correlated with the reduced transport. The Axi Symmetric Divertor EXperiment Upgrade (ASDEX-U) tokamak has achieved Completely Detached High-confinement (CDH) modes by injecting regulated quantities of neon into H-mode plasmas with Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) without suffering any loss of energy confinement [8] .
An understanding of one of the physical mechanisms that gives rise to these impurityinduced global discharge improvements is beginning to emerge. It appears that plasma turbulence is partially stabilized and that the ExB shearing rate subsequently increases as a result of the impurity injection. Probe measurements in the edge region of TEXTOR-94 showed a reduction in particle flux in this region [9] . Fluctuation measurements obtained in the core and edge regions of DIII-D with various diagnostics exhibit a dramatic reduction in turbulent density fluctuations as a result of impurity injection. Gyrokinetic simulations of these plasmas show qualitative agreement by exhibiting a reduction in linear growth rates and nonlinear saturated turbulence levels. These global and local experimental observations and preliminary theoretical understanding point to an operational mode that simultaneously achieves good confinement while maintaining a highly radiative L-mode edge, both attractive features for a fusion reactor.
II. DIII-D IMPURITY INJECTION EXPERIMENTS
The discharges studied here have an L-mode edge, upper-biased double null divertor configuration, negative central magnetic shear (NCS) q-profile, a plasma current of 1.2 MA, and toroidal field of 1.6 T. Neutral beam power (4.5 MW) is injected starting at 0.3 s to heat electrons and thereby slow flux penetration to produce the NCS q-profile. This in turn inhibits sawteeth and various Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes, and may facilitate the formation of internal transport barriers [10] . To allow more detailed study of the transport and turbulence dynamics, the beam power was relatively low to avoid higher beta discharges more prone to MHD behavior. Impurities were puffed in at various times, ranging from 0.8 to 1.2 s. Noble gases (neon, argon, krypton) were puffed for these experiments due to their high recycling and lack of chemical reactivity with the graphite walls; there was no measurable buildup of impurity between shots. Impurity-injected discharges were compared to reference discharges with identical operational parameters except that no impurity gas was puffed, providing a baseline from which to compare global parameters, profiles and fluctuation dynamics. The discharge evolution is shown in Fig. 1 . For the discharges discussed next, neon was puffed at an initial rate of 2.0 Torr-liters/s starting at 0.8 s and was continuously injected, but with a decreasing flow rate that resulted in a peak neon density near 2% of the electron density. Several global parameters from a neon-injected discharge are compared to those from the associated reference discharge in Fig. 2 . We show the evolution of a neon-injected discharge in Fig. 2 , rather than a discharge with argon or krypton injection, since neon exhibited the most dramatic confinement improvement in these experiments on DIII-D. Prior to the neon gas injection, the discharges are nearly identical. Within 0.2 s of the neon injection, the radiated power increases from approximately 2 MW to nearly 3.5 MW, radiating nearly 75% of the total input power. Coincident with the neon injection is an increase in the stored energy, energy confinement time, and neutron emission, all nearly doubling in magnitude by 1.6 s, while there is a rapid reduction in the edge deuterium recycling D α light. The energy confinement, defined here as τ E = W PLASMA /(P INPUTdW/dt,) with W plasma the stored energy, P input the total input power, and dW/dt the rate of change in stored energy, nearly doubles, despite the increase in the radiative loses in the electron channel arising from the edge region. Also, the neutron rate is observed to increase rapidly, despite the modest dilution of the fuel ions from the impurity puff. n deuteron /n e is 0.9 in the reference discharge and is reduced to 0.7 in the neon discharge at 1.6 s as a result of an increase in n e ; n deuteron is nearly the same in both discharges. Shortly after 1.65 s, the discharge performance begins to roll over due to the onset of 3/2 neoclassical tearing mode activity. The MHD appears to be triggered by a sawtooth that coincides with the appearance of a q = 1 surface in the plasma.
The neon injection broadens plasma profiles and increases central values. Profiles of ion temperature, toroidal rotation velocity, electron temperature and electron density are compared with those of the reference discharge in Fig. 3 at 1.6 s, near the peak performance in the neon-injected shot. The ion temperature, T i , and carbon toroidal rotation rate, Ω p , are seen to have much broader profiles and significantly higher central values. The central values of both T i and Ω p nearly doubled, with changes occurring largely inside of ρ = 0.8. The electron temperature profile likewise exhibits a broadening and increase in central value, though not as dramatic a change as the ion temperature profile. The electron density profile exhibits two changes: a roughly 50% increase in core value, while the edge density drops modestly. A similar discharge in which the neon puff was replaced by a deuterium puff, providing a comparable electron source rate, did not exhibit an increase in peakedness so this result is not attributed to the electron source from neon. The ion heat diffusivity profile shows a dramatic reduction across much of the profile, with χ i reduced to near neoclassical levels. Ion and electron energy and momentum transport were calculated with the TRANSP kinetic analysis code [11] using the measured plasma profiles. Profiles of the ion thermal diffusivity, χ i , and electron diffusivity, χ e , at t = 1.16 s, as well as time evolutions of these parameters at a ρ = 0.65 are shown in Fig. 4 . Electron heat diffusivity also shows a modest reduction in the outer regions of the plasma. The time history of χ i exhibits a clear and rapid reduction in response to the neon gas puff. Outside of ρ = 0.7, the uncertainty in the transport analysis becomes greater due to a number of factors including radiation and neutral effects, and thus the results are only shown out to ρ = 0.7. The neon injected discharges here do not exhibit strong, spatially localized internal transport barriers, but rather a broad region of improved confinement that extends over much of the plasma minor radius, well outside of ρ q,min which has been correlated with the radius of an internal transport barrier in past experiments. The large reduction in what is initially largely anomalous transport in the neon-injected discharges suggests an effect of impurity injection on turbulence, the mechanism believed to be driving the anomalous transport.
III. TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS AND CHARACTERIZATION
A central goal of the DIII-D impurity injection experiments was to determine the underlying physical mechanism that gives rise to the transport reduction. It appears that suppression of turbulence by the impurity is at least partially, if not largely responsible for the confinement improvement and transport reduction. Turbulence is believed to drive anomalous transport and the two have been correlated in various studies [1, 12] . Detailed measurements of fluctuations arising from turbulence were obtained over a range of spatial locations and wavenumbers with several diagnostics: Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) [13] , Far Infrared Scattering [14] , and edge Langmuir probe arrays [15] .
BES measures localized density fluctuations in the wavenumber range 0 ≤ k < 3 cm -1 by observing the intensity of the Doppler-shifted D α (λ 0 = 656.1 nm) light emission that arises from collisional excitation of the neutral beam atoms by background electrons and ions. Measurements are obtained with a poloidal and radial resolution of about 1 cm, and are digitized at 1 MHz. The resulting light emission, and fluctuations therein, are directly related to the local density and density fluctuations through atomic physics [16] . Measurements of density fluctuations from the BES diagnostic are compared for a neoninjected and reference discharge in Fig. 5 . BES spectra of the density fluctuations were obtained over the time interval 0.7-1.2 s in these discharges. The broadband density fluctuation spectra, obtained at a normalized minor radius of ρ = 0.7, are compared before and after neon injection. These lab-frame measurements exhibit density fluctuations up to near 200 kHz at 0.7-0.8 s [ Fig. 5(a) ], and up to 300 kHz at 1.1-1.2 s [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The labframe frequency is determined by ω lab = ω plasma + k ⊥ v E×B , with the Doppler shift term (k ⊥ v E×B ) dominating the frequency as is typical for these plasmas. Therefore, the wavenumber is essentially proportional to frequency (ω lab ≈ k ⊥ v E×B ). The drift velocity v E×B is measured directly with BES by applying time-delay correlation analysis between poloidally separated channels with v = ∆z/∆t [17] . The approximate wavenumber scale, in units of k ⊥ ρ s , is shown on the upper axis. The drift velocity is slowly changing during the 0.1 s measurement interval so the average is taken to relate frequency to wavenumber. At the later time [ Fig. 5(b) ], the drift velocity has increased, broadening the frequency spectrum and correspondingly changing the frequency to wavenumber mapping.
The fluctuation spectra from the neon and reference discharge are nearly identical prior to neon injection [ Fig. 5(a) ], as expected since the discharges are nearly identical at this point. At the later time interval [ Fig. 5(b) ], 300-400 ms after the neon injection, the fluctuation spectrum in the neon discharge is seen to be dramatically reduced in power relative to the reference discharge. This reduction in measured density fluctuations, and the associated anomalous transport, is believed to be at least partially, if not largely, responsible for the improvement in confinement that are observed in these discharges. The measured of similar order to the time scale over which significant changes in the plasma profiles are taking place such as temperature increase and broadening, density peaking, and toroidal rotation increase.
The radial profile of density fluctuations was measured over the range ρ = 0.7-1.0 and is shown Fig. 7 for t = 1.1-1.2 s. The large amplitude fluctuations near the edge of the plasma (0.85 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.0) do not change significantly between the neon-injected and reference discharge. At a radius near ρ=0.85, the fluctuation amplitudes begin to diverge and by ρ = 0.7, there is a significant reduction in the neon discharge. This range corresponds closely with the spatial region over which the ion temperature profile begins to increase [ Fig. 3(a) ], suggesting a correlation between the two.
The decrease in long wavelength density fluctuations has been observed with Far Infrared Scattering (FIR). The FIR measurements were obtained at 2 cm -1 , and are integrated over much of the plasma volume. The frequency of the fluctuations is dominated by the ExB Doppler shift of these long wavelength modes, as with the BES frequency spectra. Since the radial electric field has been determined as a function of minor radius with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy, the ExB rotation velocity and associated Doppler shift can be determined, and thus frequency ranges can be correlated with spatial regions [18] . Using this technique, edge and core fluctuation amplitudes have been inferred from the measured FIR spectrum in a different but similar neon-injected discharge, shown in Fig. 8 . Figure 8(a) shows the core response to neon injection, integrated over a frequency range of 300-600 kHz. A fast drop in fluctuation amplitude occurs within about 10-20 ms of the neon injection, as was seen with BES ( Fig. 6) , while the edge fluctuation amplitude [ Fig.  8(b) ,] integrated over 20-300 kHz shows little change, again consistent with the BES profile measurements in Fig. 7 . Langmuir probe measurements demonstrated that although the amplitude of the edge density fluctuations does not change significantly with the injection of neon, the turbulent particle flux is reduced. Edge probes were inserted up to 2 cm inside the separatrix near the outer midplane to measure density and electrostatic potential fluctuations, their phase relationship, and thereby the turbulent driven particle flux. The electrostatic turbulent particle flux as a function of major radius is compared for a similar set of neon and deuteriuminjected discharges in Fig. 9 . The particle flux is seen to be significantly lower in the neoninjected discharge. The difference between the neon and reference discharges is attributed mostly to a change in the electrostatic fluctuation level, rather than the density fluctuation level. The particle flux is determined as Γ r = 〈ñ(Ẽ θ / B)〉 and so it is the amplitude and phase relation between density and electrostatic potential that determines net turbulent-driven particle flux. These measurements of reduced flux are consistent with the decrease in edge recycling, seen in Fig. 2(e) . 
IV. DEPENDENCE ON IMPURITY QUANTITY AND ATOMIC NUMBER
The confinement improves and measured density fluctuations decrease as the quantity of impurity injected is increased. A series of discharges were performed with the quantity of impurity gas (neon) injected varied to determine this dependence. The fluctuation spectra obtained with BES, again at ρ = 0.7, are shown in Fig. 10(a) and the associated stored energy for these discharges is shown in Fig. 10(b) . As the injected neon flow rate was increased from zero (reference), to 0.75 T-l/s to 2.0 T-l/s, the density fluctuation spectra decreased monotonically. The stored energy, correspondingly, increased monotonically with increasing neon. The neutron rate (not shown) likewise increases as stored energy increases. At the higher quantity of neon, approximately 75% of the input power is radiated away. More neon would likely result in a radiative collapse. A similar scan was performed with Argon with qualitatively similar results: the more Argon injected, the lower the fluctuation level and the higher the stored energy and neutron rates. The atomic number dependence of the confinement improvement was examined by injecting argon (Z = 18) and krypton (Z = 36) as well as neon (Z = 10) into otherwise similar discharges. Neon exhibited the most dramatic improvement, although the other gases caused measurable confinement increases. In all three cases, the radiation level was approximately 75% of the injected power. For neon, the density of the fully stripped charge state, Ne +10 , is directly measured with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy [19] . The fully stripped ion dominates the neon density over much of the profile. Appreciable quantities of partially ionized states, mainly Ne +8 and Ne +9 , exist only near the edge. The core Z eff was measured to be near 3.0 in these discharges. It was difficult to directly measure the total impurity quantity for argon and krypton since the charge state distribution consists of many partially ionized states, one of which is measured in the case of argon, and none for krypton. Thus it is not known how much dilution occurred with these higher-Z impurities. The qualitative result from this scan was that all three impurities exhibit some degree of turbulence suppression and confinement enhancement, shown in Fig. 10(c) and 10(d) . Neon exhibited the most remarkable improvement and Krypton the least, indicating an inverse Z-dependence to the confinement improvement. These results contrast with those obtained during experiments on TFTR [4] which showed the most significant improvement in confinement with krypton and xenon (Z = 54), as opposed to neon and argon. The TFTR experiments were performed at significantly higher temperatures which may account for the observed differences.
To further elucidate the DIII-D results, a discharge was performed in which the impurity gas puff was replaced with a deuterium gas puff to determine whether the density rise alone could cause the confinement increase. The deuterium gas puff closely reproduced the line-integrated density rise measured with the neon gas puff. The stored energy and density fluctuations, however, showed no measurable change relative to the reference discharge (with no extra deuterium or impurity puff), indicating that the confinement improvement specifically results from the neon (or argon or krypton) influx into the discharge and not simply a density rise.
V. GYROKINETIC SIMULATIONS
Turbulence in magnetically confined plasmas is driven by radial temperature and density gradients. Simulations have shown that long-wavelength turbulence, predicted to dominate anomalous ion transport, is largely driven by a combination of ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes and trapped-electron modes [20] . Various studies have shown that impurities can affect the stability of various microinstabilities that are believed to give rise to turbulence and anomalous transport [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . A general result observed is that peaked impurity density profiles tend to stabilize ITG modes as a result of one of several mechanisms: dilution of the main fuel ions, direct mode stabilization by impurity ions, and temperature gradient changes resulting from enhanced localized radiation. In addition, ExB shearing affects the stabilization of microturbulence. In the ExB shearing model [26, 27] , turbulence is suppressed as the ω ExB shearing rate [28] exceeds the linear growth rate of the most unstable modes, ω ExB > γ lin,max , because of eddy shearing and nonlinear decorrelation. Therefore, we have examined the ω ExB shearing rates and the linear growth rates for these plasmas.
In the discharge with neon injection, the ω ExB shearing rate significantly exceeds the linear growth rate of the turbulence, consistent with the above paradigm and the measured reduction in density fluctuations. Linear growth rates were calculated with the Gyrokinetic Simulation (GKS) code [29] using the measured density and temperature profiles. Contributions from ITG, trapped-electron, and electromagnetic modes are included. The ω ExB shearing rate is calculated from measurements of radial electric field obtained from radial force balance of the intrinsic carbon ions. These calculations are obtained with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy measurements of toroidal and poloidal rotation and pressure gradient. The resulting growth rates and shearing rates at ρ = 0.7 and t = 1160 ms, the location and time of the BES spectra presented in Fig. 5 , are shown in Fig. 11 . Two changes occur in the neon discharge relative to the reference discharge. One, the growth rate in the long wavelength region observed by BES is reduced by a factor of two or more. In addition, the shearing rate has increased and unlike the reference discharge, is now larger than the growth rate, thus achieving the conditions predicted to stabilize turbulence. These results show a clear, though qualitative, consistency with the BES spectra.
Predictions of fully saturated turbulence levels have been calculated with a nonlinear three-dimensional gyrokinetic particle simulation code [30] again using the measured plasma profiles in a pair of discharges that are very similar to those discussed earlier. This nonlinear code incorporates fully kinetic ions and adiabatic electrons, and thus ITG modes are included in this simulation but no trapped-electron effects are considered. A discharge in which neon was injected at 1.22 s has been examined. The simulation was performed at t = 1.26 s, 40 ms after the neon injection. This time was chosen since enough time has elapsed to allow the neon to penetrate into the plasma, and yet the profiles have just begun to change in response GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22330 to the impurity injection. The simulation is allowed to evolve starting from a stationary equilibrium to examine how the turbulence develops. The time-evolved normalized density fluctuation levels, ñ/n, for a neon-injected and reference discharge are compared in Fig. 12 . The time step used is the inverse of the ion gyrofrequency (1/Ω i ) and is thus rapid compared to the evolution of the plasma. Two effects are observed. First, the linear growth rate is seen to be reduced in the neon-injected discharge, consistent with the growth rates calculated by the GKS code (Fig. 11) . Second, the fully saturated (quasi-steady state) amplitude is reduced. Globally, the turbulent electrostatic fluctuation energy saturates in these nonlinear simulations. Locally, however, the density fluctuation in the reference discharge is seen to not reach a steady state over the time window under examination. It is nevertheless clear that the equilibrium saturated level in the reference discharge will significantly exceed that of the neon-injected discharge. These results are again consistent with the fluctuation measurements and provide a framework from which to begin performing direct, quantitative comparisons between turbulence simulations and experimental fluctuation measurements. 
VI. SUMMARY
Injection of an impurity gas puff into an L-mode negative central shear discharge has been shown to significantly improve the global confinement parameters with the stored energy, neutron rate and energy confinement time nearly doubling compared to a reference discharge with identical control parameters, but no impurity puff. These improvements are correlated with reduction in ion and electron transport, with ion energy transport being reduced to near neoclassical levels. The ion and electron temperature profiles exhibit increased central values and broadened profiles, while the density profile becomes significantly more peaked. Density fluctuation measurements obtained with BES and FIR show that turbulence is dramatically reduced in the core in response to the impurity injection, while Langmuir probe measurements show reduced edge particle flux. This suppression of turbulence and the associated anomalous transport appears to be at least partially, if not largely, responsible for the confinement improvements. Gyrokinetic simulations of these plasmas using the measured density and temperature profiles indicate the linear growth rates and nonlinear saturated turbulence levels are reduced by the effect of impurity ions on the stability of ion temperature gradient modes. This reduction results from a combination of direct effects of the impurity ions on mode stability as well as indirect effects from profile changes resulting from the radiation. The reduced momentum transport results in higher toroidal rotation and resulting ExB shear that likely contributes to the turbulence suppression. Thus it appears that impurity-induced reduction of microinstability growth rates and increased ExB shear are acting synergistically to improve global confinement. In addition, these plasmas exhibit enhanced mantle and divertor radiation levels that more evenly disperse energy flux over the first wall, and thus reduce heat flux to divertor plates.
